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The aim of this note is to construct a sheaf in the distribution
theory which has analogous properties to those of the sheaf C important in the hyperunction theory.
Let be a domain in R and let _q)’,
and
denote the sheaves
of the germs of distributions, infinitely differentiable functions, hyperfunctions and real analytic functions in/2 respectively. The quotient
sheaves ’/’, _/Z and ’//should be called the sheaves of singularities over tO. In 1969 M. Sato decomposed the sheaf _/ into the
cotangential directions. That is, he constructed a sheaf C over the
cosphere bundle S’t0 whose direct image ,C along the projection u
onto the base space 9 is isomorphic to the sheaf _/. Actually this
induces an isomorphism of global sections:
_(2) I () =,C(9) O(S* 9).
The sheaf C is flabby as well as the sheaf
(See Sato-Kashiwara
[3], Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [4].)
Let cq(oc be the sheaf of distributions in the local Sobolev space
H:oo()). In this note we decompose the sheaf cq(oo/6’ to obtain a sheaf
/ over the cosphere bundle S*D such that the following isomorphisms
Hoo(9) /C(9) =,(D) (S* 9)
hold. This sheaf s is soft.
The supports of sections of s are closed subsets of the cosphere
bundle S*D. These correspond to what is called "singular supports
S--S" in the theory of the sheaf C. Their projections to the base
space D coincide with the classical singular supports of distributions.
Our definition of the sheaf s is essentially the same as announced in
HSrmander’s paper [1]. And the wave front sets introduced by him
in the case of J’/C are nothing but the supports of the sections of our
sheaf
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Let be an open set in 9 and a be an open set in the unit sphere
in R n.

We shall introduce linear spaces as the following.
H:(oa)={ueHoo(O); for any compact sets KtO and a
Sn-, there exists a function e C(o) such that (i) >__0 and 1
near K and (ii) for any positive integer N, ICu()l<__Cv/(1 +11) so long
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as the direction o lies in .}
Here stands or the Fourier transform of v.
Lemma 1. Let aoCS be a neighborhood of the direction of
Assume that the rapidly decreasing estimate for u e
($)
I?()I<CN/(I+[I) N
for any positive integer N
holds so long as the direction of lies in ao. Then for any e C(o)
the estimate (,) of Cu holds so long as the direction of lies in a smaller
neighborhood thereof.
The conditions in the above definition can be localized.
Lemma 2. H:( a)--{u Hoo((o) for any (Xo, o) e o a there
exist a function C eC;(w) such that (i) (x0)=/=0 and (ii)
<=CN/(1 +1]) for any integer N>=O so long as the direction of lies in

-

o.

(7o

When s=-- c, H.(0 a) is equal to the space -q)cr()’ o
HSrmander where [a] is the open cone spanned by the origin and a.
We define M(o a) as the quotient space Ho(w)/H:(w a). The
correspondence M o aM((o a) defines a presheaf. The sheaf associated with M is denoted by /. Our results are ollowing theorems.
Theorem 1. The sheaves (oo/ and ,tl are isomorphic. Moreover the global sections Hoo(9)/C(tO) and l(tO S-) are isomorphic.
Theorem 2. The sheaf l is soft.

-

Outline of proofs. We need some notations. We denote a finite
covering o S
by S. We put Z( S M)= {(f)e3 fe M(w a)
and f =f, on
(a gl a’)}.
Lemma :. Let o, w’ and oo" be neighborhoods of x. Assume that
o’ and w" are relatively compact in o and w’ respectively. Let S’ be a
Then there exist mappings, shown
finite refinement of the covering
by broken arrows, which make the diagram commutative.

.

H,oo(W )/E(o’)

Z(eXS,M’)
Z(’ S’, M)

Here the mappings

,

-

Ho(o") /C(").

(R) and (R) are defined by restriction.
With this lemma we are able to go to
at x (,)
Proof of Theorem 1. The stalk of
-----lim (=,Vlt)()=liml(wS-)=limZ(wS;M’). Lemma 3 shows
x

x

,

,

hat the right hand side is isomorphic to lim Ho(o)/(o)-(o/).
X
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Hence d(L/C---.
Since
tions"

.
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This gives an exact sequence:

0-6’--*5(o-,q/--*0.

fine shea, this induces an exact sequence of global see-

0C()Ho(9)(=, )()0.
Thereore Ho(9)/C(9)"(9S"-). Theorem 1 is thus proved.
Proof of Lemma 3. Let (f),ed be an element in Z(wg, Mg.
Each f, belonging to M(w a) is represented by u e H[o(W). We define

v,=- L

()(/] ),u()

Here

3
Fourier transformation,

-

denotes the inverse

a(t) is such a C-function as a(t)0 near 0
and a(t)l outside ltll. The collection {()},e is a partition
unity subordinate to the covering S o S
And
is the smooth
unction stated in the definition o H:(w X a). This mapping (u,)
v, is what we want. The ambiguity caused by selections of
and
is absorbed in C(w). Commutativity is a consequence of 2ollowing ones.
Z(w
M)Ho(W’) / (’), Z(w
M)H[o(W’) / (M)

-.

,

,

,

,
,

,

(’ x )
( x ’, )
an
be
elemen
in
N(
x Mg. Let be any smooth func()e
tion in C(’). hen

Let

=

ff-

,(-)

mod. (),

and its Pourier transformation is raidly decreasing so long as the
direction of lies in e by Lemma 1. herefore the first diagram is
commutative. We can verify similarly that the second diagram is
also commutative. Lemma is thus roved.
Proof of Theorem Z. We can make use of the artition of unity
no only on the base saee D, bu also on the fiber S as we stated in
he roof of Lemma 8. his roeedure is not dieul bu the details
are omitted here.
Remark 1. Arguments as to the change of the variables (see
H6rmander [2]) show ha D X S should be regarded as the eoshere
bundle S*D.
Remark Z. I is no clear for us whether the sheaf ’/ can be
decomposed by the method of Pourier transformation (el. H6rmander

-

[]).

-
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